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Introduction
In 1987 a South Dakota State University recruiter visited my
high school in Iowa. I asked about the English program, and I
distinctly remember she mentioned a publication of art and writing
which SDSU students create and publish called Oakwood. It impressed me that SDSU cared enough about the creative process of
its students to ensure that they had an opportunity to complete it.
Presenting the work to an audience encourages the completion of the artist's process. Many programs in high schools and
colleges encourage the student to create as a lay person for an
expert, the teacher. The teacher scribbles a grade on top of the
project, hands it back, and the student files it away in the nearest
garbage can.
Oakwood was the means by which many students could
consider creating for the world around them, but when I arrived at
SDSU in the fall of 1987, I found Oakwood dead due to a shift in
funding priority.
Also in the fall of 1987, I met Rebecca Johnson at Waneta
Hall. As I remember, I was sitting in the lobby, trying to scribble
my first note home, crunching my attempts every five minutes or
so, and tossing them at the waste basket. She noticed, introduced
herself, and helped me write my first letter home.
Over the years, Rebecca and.I grew to be friends, and we
discussed many of issues from in and out of the classroom-including the significance of the demise of Oakwood .
Late in 1990 and ~arly in 1991, I began to wonder if I could
find enough interest on campus for reinstating Oakwood. Rebecca
strongly encouraged an attempt, and showed me how to approach
the Student Association Senate for funding. The SA approved the
budget for Oakwood, making this issue possible.
Later, one icy night in the spring of 1991, Rebecca drove back
to SDSU up Highway 60 after visiting her fiancee in Sheldon, Iowa.
She made it only a couple miles north of town before she lost control and smashed into an oncoming car. She died instantly.
I've traveled Highway 60 a thousand times without giving
· the road a second thought. That letter that Rebecca helped me
write five years earlier was addressed to Sheldon, Iowa. I was born
there. In fact, I worked as a flagman one summer on the very
stretch of 60 which Rebecca traveled the night she died, and thinking of that I wrote this:
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Flagman on Highway 60-~wo Miles North of Sheldon, Iowa
for Rebecca Johnson
No more than a calico of license plates slipping
through the fields where I was raised,
they drift up the highway,
tapping off time to their radios
until they come to me.
Travelers lined back into the distancedisappearing into a mirage of roadtop heat
downwind of Sawyer's hog lot.
With rolled down windows and rolled up cuffs,
they wait for the sign from me.
Over my shoulder,
through steam of molded asphalt
the golden, sinewy men
glisten in the sun.
blasting through the bedrock
to repair this road for strangers.
But you,
you came alone in winter,
in the darkness of midnightnever making it out of the mist
just east of Sawyer's frozen hog lot.
No golden, sinewy men to catch you,
no sign to tell you
stop.
I know Rebecca wanted to see this issue of Oakwood which
reopens a creative channel for SDSU students and alumni in writing, printing, photography, art, layout, and editing after five years
absence. I know she believed in the growth which each student
experienced through creating, wrestling with, and assembling all
the submissions. And now, like the letter she wrote with me five
years ago, Oakwood has found its way back home.
Brian Winkel, Editor
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Trish Waxdahl

The Gift
Inspiration came.
Ghosts flow through me.
From a Heavenly realm, they speak to me.
Imagination.
Softly, soothing,
Telling me only their song.
I give it back by telling you.
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Amy Siebring

Our Phone Talk
Sometimes silence is nice
so soothingso what is this sound
surfacing through the silence?
It cuts right through,
it turns up the sides of my lips,
it makes me giddy, goofy-

Your giggle.
(pure gold)

I

I
·-I

I

I
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Cheryl Olinger
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Janice Mikesell

Elocution Lesson
I want to hear liquid L's, rounded vowels and rolling R's. Consonants are to be
used for attack. And plea~e, please, stop dropping your NG' sf
They sailed the languid length of the limped lagoon, lovely in the luminescent luster of the lonely lunar light.
"Your vowels are ravishingly rounded," Romero randomly remarked,
relishing the riskiness of an over-reactive response.
"Reprehensible reprobate!" Rhodadendra retorted, robustly renouncing
his ribaldry.
"Revile me with your raunchiest rhetoric, my reliable little refusnik,"
Romero rebounded, rapturous at her reprimand.
"Repellent rodent!" she raged, "repulsive roach!"
Ah, my vivacious vixen," he volleyed, "vilify me with your most voracious verbiage.
Vowing vengeance against his vulturish villainy, she vainly vituperated,
"Rectify my righteous wrath, Romero, by removing your randy remains from the
rubber raft right now!"
"Readily," he replied, reveling in his rapscallion rejoinder, "retroactive to
the reduction ·o f your ever ripening rectitude."
Recoiling with revulsion at his relentless redundancy, she rolled over the
rim, slicing the surface of the silent stream to stealthily snorkel her way to shore.
10 U nothing!" she screamed across the seeming safety of the inaccessibly situated stone-studded shoals.
"Voluptuous vowels!" he vented vociferously, victoriously validating the
vicissitudes of his voyeuristic proclivities.
Rigorously reaming the receptive recesses of the rapidly receding waters,
he scaled the rocky road· to revelry, and striding the silken sands of sensuality,
· riveted his reptilian retinas upon the radiant Rhodadendra, resplendent in her
unrelenting righteousness.
Sidling alongside her supercilious smugness, he lasciviously simulated his
sly hypothesis: "If not your vacillating vowels," he ventured "amoral A's, erogenous E's, irrepressible I's, orgiastic O's, and undulating D's-perhaps instead my
torrid tales of conquering consonants. Could you consider complying?"
"O," she startled, sublimating a sudden surge of stimulation with the
.
. h s, "O ... I ..."
scant 1est
o f s1g
"Enough," he cautioned, proceeding to press his concupiscence with
tantalizing tomes of conquistadorial consonants. Cunningly, he continued:
Centuries ago and continents away-according to common conventionthe king's knightly companions and constant consonants were called upon to
reclaim the cause of clarity from the snide sycophants of surreptitiously-slurred
syllables. Unfurling the flag of properly conforming phonetic libertarianism.
11

11

11

,1
I

I
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With a rick-rack, ticky-tack, bric-a-brac, yakkity-yak, tat-a-tat, hello-jack, clickityclack, take-that-and-that, frontal attack, they sought to suppress the slovenly
proponents of sloppily-sounded semantics.
.
They arrived, wave after wave, boldly bludgeoning the bloodied
beachhead:
the noble T's
the lofty L's
a mixed company of RSVP's
the NG's
But wait-the NG's-the last wave, the thwartiµg t_h rust, the final sweep
toward the certainty of salvation, were lost at sea, swallowed up, drowned in the
darkest depths of ungrammatically dropped consonants. How dastardly dismal,
how deeply devastating.
Yet, from the beach, was heard the clarion call of the not-quite-conquered
king, cutting the cruel cosmos with the crisp correctness of his clipped cry:
my kingdom
my kingdom
my kingdom for a consonant!"
And, from another corner came:
" ... gimmie a N
.
. a G ... ,,
... g1mm1e
Bursting from the beleaguered battlefield of Rhodadendra' s bountiful
bosom, came the retaliatory wrenching, uprooting the remaining remnants of
rational reason, all restraint irretrievably relinquished. ''NG, NG, NG, and A EI
and OU kid!" she wildly wept into the windblown war zone, and then, convulsed by counterclockwise convolutions of incalculable ecstasy, she collapsed
into the endlessly awaiting arms of the rapacious Romero, where, before his very
eyes, she unexpectedly expired into an eternity of everlasting euphoria.
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Brian Winkel

Photography Lesson

11 -

In the chemical bath
the image emerges
from the white sheet.
The crystals in the exposure
darken before my eyes.
Shadows come first,
and in them a profile of
my father-head tipped back
in an eternal draught from his
bottle-caught almost hidden
behind the sliding door of the
materializing white shed.
Last summer, I gave the shed
a new white coat of paint
to cover the weathered surface,
but it continues to rot internally.
Some day soon a storm will come,
it'll crash to the ground,
and we'll haul it away.
But now the shed's too white.
I have to 'Wait for the solution
to darken it-add detail to
its highlights, but as it
emerges clearly, my father
disappears into the shadows.
He's overdeveloped.
I fish out the photo, and my
instructor looks on
over my shoulder
· at my old man in his shed.
. He shakes his head
and pronounces him
grey.
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Gretchen Ilse

Shellfish
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Brenda Webb
I

Untitled

I

I
I

I
i

I
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Sheryl L. Nelms

The Wringing of the Neck
I always wondered
how it felt
for the chickens
that Aunt Credith killed
one quick flick
of her wrist
and they died
then last Sunday night
you were drunk
and so mad
atme
you tried

Hands & Knees
Manor Care's night nurse found him
when she made her early rounds
elbowing into his wheelchair seat
knees on hard tile
he stilled her questions
when he said,
"I'm not praying
and I didn't
fall.
I spilled some blueberries
and I knelt down to
gather them in

now I'm down here
and can't get
back up.
'

i
I I

Please give me a hand ... "

I

I

I
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Doug Cockrell

Imagining Big Foot At Wounded Knee
(A Photograph)
head and shoulders above
the white,
blown snow, uplifted by
his own elbowsleft hand holding on
to the memory of a staff,
the other hand almost pointing
a finger, cocked
like his one-eyed gaze
upon his children running from lead
which wasn't enough, (Great Spirit?)-he had to
see, feel life
sucked out of him
by frozen land, smothering airheat loss-shock
of no tomorrow to waken
-he couldn't run

After Lost Love

accepted it-the way
his legs gather, sprawl
on his land
at Wounded Knee

inside their cage
my two parakeets
sing
to an oval mirror

within
without, his life

(on and off)Letting go
of opposing visions
Long enough to
feel the triumph of
their memory's music
giv~n irretrievably
to erratic
shapes
pecking the glass
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..Sheri Carlson

Untitled
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Bruce Benham

To Hannah
Across the floor
the colored ball
spins and rolls,
rolls and spins;
and Rolls and Spins
are much the same
in the seeing game.
Across the floor
a little girl
sings and dances,
dances and sings;
and Songs and Dances
are much the same
as a little girl's name.

Josh Spies

Untitled
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Tammy Biever

Untitled
Among oceans, I am the low ebb.
Among dancers, the awkward limb.
In a cloth, I am the crooked stitch.
Among days, the cast shadow.
In a row of soldiers, I am the scuffed boot.
Among flowers, the one never plucked.
Among stars, the one burning fast and hot
Was Me.

Swinging in the Schoolyard
I went swinging with my baby sister one day in the schoolyard,
Once mine, now hers.
And as we swung, I watched herTousled hair flying as she leaned back and touched her toes
To the heavens.
Her cares as scarce as the clouds in the
Solid blue sky.
While with every attempt, my toes scraped the ground.
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Linda Selken Kott

Untitled
Fall

linden
under a streetlamp
a translucent mobile

of green

and
yellow leaf
beautiful as a cottonwood
yet
serene.

Untitled
the little yellow flowers grow
close to the earth
the bright yellow flowers close
in the dry brown grass
beside the street
the little yellow flowers
the little yellow flowers
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Martin Hesby

Giant Canada Geese
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Drake Mallard
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Alan Walton

Dorigen's World
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The musty smell of mildew
greeted Dorigen as his consciousness
grew. He seemed to have been
sleeping, but remembered no dreams.
As his perceptions clarified, pain
flooded his senses with the familiarity
of a friend. His ribs ached as much as
did his left thigh. The leg was surely
broken, and most of the ribs as well.
Those that weren't were probably
cracked. Each breath hurt, so Dorigen
tried to keep his breathing shallow, his
· · motions small.
The cold, damp air he breathed
made him cough like a pneumonia
victim. His chest stung. The cough
doubled the pain, making him wince
and grit his teeth. Soreness was
relieving, but sharpness disturbed
him. His mouth tasted of old blood,
his eyes were nearly closed by
swelling and his entire skull felt like a
large bruise, antagonizing
his thoughts.
Dorigen raised his right hand
to his face to check out the damage,
but the hand never made it. It was
stopped by the shackles that encircled
his wrists. They bit fresh grooves into
the scabs that were created by actions
unremembered. The blood flowed
only momentarily.
Air-dampened time had rusted
the edges of the thick iron shackles as
well as the thick links of chain leading
to half circles of iron embedded in the
stone wall. The floor was made of
square blocks which held the coldness
of the chamber.
The cold led Dorigen to believe
he was far underground. Lichen
grew between the cracks of the stone,
generating a grey and green that
joined together in the dusky light to
intensify the atmosphere of futility.
The futility reemphasized itself
in the irony of his triple bondage.

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol2/iss1/1

Shut within the small room that
served as his complete environment,
Dorigen lived wondering at the need
for the solid iron door when the same
metal so completely. ·restricted
his motion.
Unable to lie, unable to die,
the agony of consciousness and
the pain of uncertain reality were
unbearable. As the dampness incited
goosebumps on Dorigen"s naked flesh,
he wondered if there had been a
before. No memories came to mind.
All he knew was his room and the
events of now.
His youthful body sustained
itself, prolonging the agony. The
focus on his own flesh allowed the
suppressed pain to break through the
mentally imposed front and again
terrorize his nerves. Dorigen drove
his mind to focus on his enclosed
cubicle and the iron door that stood
as an unnecessary guardian across
from him.
The door was unsuited to its
environment. Although the heavy
iron seemed somewhat sensible, the
door was too short, leaving a gap at
the bottom. Whatever was on the far
side provided the little light that made
the chamber less than pitch black.
The hinges, ornate! y wrought, were
inappropriate for the motif of the cell.
Dorigen suddenly realized the hinges
secured the door from the inside, and
and the prisoner could remove the
door by ....
He bit his lip, letting the salty
taste of his blood dis_rupt his thought
patterns. His mind had followed an
endless trail which led to thoughts of
impossible escape, and the hope made
the hopeless_n ess stronger.
He knew sµicide was the resort
of the hopeless. Yet Dorigen allowed
himself neither death nor hope. Feeble
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though it was, life provided
thoughtful entertainment. He angered
himself by thinking of assaulting
hinges when his entire existence could
not triumph over the base metal which
exposed him to his own aged urine
and excrement.
Unable to stand the oppression
of pain and depression, Dorigen
lapsed back into half-consciousness.
He tried to dream, wanting to sink
into bliss, ignorant of the web of
hallucination and fatigue that
repeatedly captured his dreamworld.
Able to influence, but not to control
the images that shot fleeting before
his mind's eye, Dorigen' s nirvana
remained miserably out of range,
replaced by half-dream., halfhallucination that turned near-bliss
to near-horror.
Dorigen' s scarred ankles
and bare feet moved in slow, steady
succession along the pebbled beach.
The pebbles werE> uncomfortable,
square miniatures of hewn granite,
covered with the tidal scum from
the nearby green sea that smelled
of waste.
In front of him, walking
backwards, was an iron maiden whose
beauty-surpassed the sea, the sky, the
very light that cast its glow from the
lower part of the horizon. Dorigen
reached out, yet was unable to touch
her as she receded in his vision. Only
when he was hopelessly far away did
she return, staying just out of reach. A
calmness emanated from his mistress,
making him want to feel her warmth
even more.
Fighting unconsciousness.,
Dorigen' s dream distorted as he failed
to leave the grasp of his vision. Silent
speech entered the beach-world,
allowing Dorigen and his mistress
to speak voicelessly to each other,

empathetic of each other's needs.
They spoke of the otherworld, the
contrasting side that she would show
when she lost her maidenhood. They
spoke of her transformation., her
mutation from a maiden of metal to a
mistress of flesh. He told her how he
had wanted her for what seemed like
his entire existence. He knew her
every joint, every curve, every delicate
structure of her sternly ornate form.
Yet she insisted that he stay
within her untouchable arms, and told
him he could not escape her distant
love. Nor could he have her without
permission from her brother Ferrin,
whom they sought.
Ferrin had declared that the
courtship should last for a duration
which only he knew. Ferrin was the
missing key of transformation and
freedom for them both.
When the two finally came
within Ferrin's presence, the dark,
square-jawed man, whose four limbs
were rotted tentacles, grasped his
brother by law and clenched him in
his grip, cold tentacle on bare flesh.
A reviving pain shattered the
image, bringing Dorigen to a newer
perception of reality. His leg throbbed
his nerves, allowing his eyes to focus.
A rat stood, whiskers
quivering, near the new found pain in
his leg. Dorigen remembered why the _
light had brought thoughts of food.
Dorigen' s sustenance climbed the
damaged leg, with a hesitation that
betrayed awareness of danger.
Dorigen's moments seemed hours,
and pain faded away as hunter
quickly became hunted. If he missed
this chance for food, there was no
telling how long it would be before
another sought the refuge of darkness
beneath the door that served as the
portal to Dorigen's world.
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The tiny footsteps with their
spiked claws felt like acupunc~re,
and drew his mind away from all
other pain. The tingling creature
moved in cautious spurts across his
naked flesh. The emptiness of
gnawing hunger provided the will to
withstand the unwithstandable.
A mind game existed between
the free and the captive who sat in
the darkness alone, eager to share his
imprisonment. The rat knew all as
·· fear, which Dorigen knew not at all.
Dorigen acted. His body, once
fit, was now befuddled by disease and
pain. Yet with a strange swiftness, a
swiftness responding to a need not
wanted, Dori gen' s wasted hand struck
out within the length of the chain.
As he elapsed the furry body
the softness sent spikes into Dorigen's
flesh. In fear of the unknown assailant
above, the rat clung to what it thought
it knew. In grabbing and pulling the
furry body away, Dorigen caused
gashes in his own. Dorigen twisted
the rat, one hand on the head, the
other holding its body, ignoring the
scratches and squealings as the rat
fought to retain what it had. The
snap was audible, above the rattli!lg
of chains. While keeping death at
· bay, Dorigen had relearned life. By
sacrificing another, he renewed
his own.
The victor bit the tail off
first, feeling the scaly roughness
grate against his tongue. Though not
gourmet, Dorigen had eaten worse
fare. So he ate it first, saving the best
in anticipation. The man chewed
slowly, prolonging the morsel as long
as he could. The act of eating was
pleasurable in itself.
The soft fur he nibbled
carefully, till he could pull it away like
a garment. He had learned before. He

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu/oakwood/vol2/iss1/1

stopped for a moment, elated. A
memory. He had done this before.
There had been other rats. Then the
memory slipped back into the past
where it belonged. But the certainty
of a before remained with him to
haunt his future.
Disgusted with his own
ignorance, driven by hunger, he
went back to the rat. Peeling its skin,
turning action into artform, careful not
to damage the remainder. He liked
the fur second least; it dried his
mouth, and nothing was available to
slake his thirst. Yet still it was good.
He chewed the rubbery hide, savoring
it until all taste was lost. The hair
intrigued Dorigen. It was a pleasant
diversion, and the constant chewing
made his stomach happy. His belly
rumbled to his bowels, which knew
the meal would be over far too soon.
Finished with the anhydrating
fur, and seeking relief for his thrist,
Dorigen bit into the subchest cavity,
making a small hole. First he sucked
out the fluids, followed by the entrails
themselves. He liked the bitter taste,
so quenching to his thirst. Conten ts
emptied, Dorigen chewed the rest
of the carcass. He felt the bones give
way, and enjoyed the sounds of small
bones snapping when chewed.
The defeated's blood ran down
his chin, undisturbed by Dorigen' s
attempts to stop it. The luxury of
waste made the reality of his frugal
existence disappear momentarily, and
Dorigen felt comfortable just living.
With each chew of meat and bones
fully enjoyed, all was swallowed
butthe head. It made Dorigen stop
and think.
The glassed eyes, no longer so
beady, stared ·at th~ prisoner with
reproach. Dorigen met the cold glance
of the dead with the logic of the living,
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justifying his own survival. For he
had to live on, if for no other reason
than to spite his captors.
The future. Dorigen loved the
thought. There might be other paths
that would come to exist. New
experiences, new ideas. Just as there
was more than one rat in the world of
light, there must be others, like
himself, that lived in the darkness,
unable to look beyond their own
barriers. The eyes of death showed
Dorigen his future, as he watched
himself through their reflection.
It disturbed him.
Dorigen tossed the beady eyes
and their housing into his mouth. The
head was the dessert, the orgasm of
his oral ecstasy. The thin shell of the
brain gave way under the pressure of
his jaws. The greasy taste joined the
jelly-like feel to produce a rainbow of
sensation. The eyes shot from his
teeth when he chewed, so he tried to
keep them below his tongue. It didn't
work well, so he isolated them and
swallowed them hole. He returned to
the fur that tickled his tongue, soaked
as -it was with blood, brain, and the
skull fragments that sharply poked his
cheeks and gums as the other bones
had done before.
Dorigen chewed and chewed,
savoring it as long as possible. But it
too lost taste, and he lost interest,
senses overloaded. The last of his
meal swallowed and gone, Dorigen
decided to take an after-dinner nap in
his peaceful, drab little home. But as
he laid down as nearly as the chains
allowed him, Dorigen could not ignore
the knowledge that his disturbed sleep
was part of a greater, overriding ill.
As his form of sleep was
undisturbed by the images of reality,
his eyes focused on a hairline crack
that broke the monotony of one stone.

The other stones that surrounded
it were similiar. The damaged stone,
though, stood out as having more
character than the others, more
worth of notice.
The intense stare led Dorigen's
eyes to an accustomed weariness.
Wanting to rub his eyes with his soiled
hands, he struggled to keep his vision
clear. He found himself unable,
limited by his own confining chains.
The stone's lichen became fuzzy,
followed by the stone itself, as his
mind ignored the dictated boundary
of reason.
Fuzzy rock turned soft; the
grey stone became partially liquid, a
mixture that resembled salivated rat
brains. The stoned brain fluid oozed
from its higher place in the wall to a
withering mass on the floor, leaving
a gap where it had once been.
Following its pretj.ecessor, another
stone block followed suit. And soon
each stone reacted with its neighbor,
the walls began turning to a viscous
mass streaked with lines of lichen
green. Dorigen saw that without a
solid base, the roof to his world would
soon collapse. Dorigen waited for the
impending destruction, seeking profit
in the stone's green transformation.
When the stones that held his
chains had turned to jelly, he took
advantage of the situation, and jerked
against his chains. Pain shot through
him, as the lone stone held strong. His
vision faded, the cell becoming itself
once again. But still he surged against
his bonds, unwilling to see his hope
fade. As the scabs ripped off, and he
began to bleed, Dorigen slumped
in sorrow. Still trying to survive,
unwilling to see any of his life
disappear, Dorigen raised himself.
He swallowed what blood he could,
licking his wounds like a cat.
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The hope drove from his heart.
Reduced again to watching the walls,
visions arose, and with hope being
rewarded, Dorigen slipped into actual
dreamless sleep.

***
The putrid smell of urine
greeted Dorigen as he grew in
awareness. He didn't know whether
he had been asleep or unconscious,
but he didn't remember any dreams.
He had only one memory, that of a
burly man beating him with a club.
He'd never seen the cold, grey room in
front of him, but it seemed vaguely
familiar, like something from a dream.
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Brian Begeman

·Cancer
I

II
I

I stare
into the mirror
incredulously
The first soft strands
come out in a handful
I drop them

I watch as,
lifeless, they float
down ...
and silently land at the bottom of my wastebasket
in a jumbled screaming
mess
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Lauralee Miller

Rivers in the Sand
On
Endless Miles of
Stark and Sterile
Dry Dunes
Dead, brown, Faceless Men
become
the Mouths
of Red Rivers
Running over the
Sand.
On
Endless Miles of
Stench and Streams of
Bloody Banks
Dead, brown, Faceless People
become
Mounds
of Blowing Dust
Erasing the memories
of the
Rivers
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Barb Donelan
i
I

-Untitled
:I

I
, I
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Dave Jacoby

· Death of the Cool

11
I

Dig this
A hospital room
painted sick green
to keep sick people sick
and well people out
There's Miles
in bed with silk on
trying to keep
the illness in the Iungs
that powered his gravely voice
that powered his flawless trumpet
from changing him
Doctor comes in
white shirt white coat white bread
checking charts
Miles goes
"C'mere ... Closer
"Nice work,
Mothafucka"
and goes off to show
the Archangel Gabriel
- how to play a horn

Travel
Back seat of a T-Bird
Sister lays on the driver's side
I lay on the passenger's side
Feet touch in the middle
All is dark but the
dashlights green glowing alive
All is silent but the
8-Track-quiet enough to hear
"Jet Plane"
"Homeward Bound"
"Drive my Car"
"Not Fade Away"
I pull the old car blanket
up around my shoulders
and lam
Home
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